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Introduction/Request

We would like to request that ForL 441, the undergraduate portion of ForL 441/541 *Research and Methods of Technology Enhanced Foreign Language Learning*, be dropped as a requirement for students in the Department of Foreign Languages & Cultures undergraduate Bachelor of Arts Spanish/French TEACH option degree programs.

Rationale

We are concurrently requesting the dissolution of ForL 441/541 as a conjoint course, and upon approval of this dissolution, wish to offer the content of this course under the course number ForL 541. For our undergraduate students seeking the foreign language teaching endorsement, we plan to offer ForL 541 as a direct substitute for ForL 441, as the content of the courses is very similar. The principal difference between these two courses has to do with productive requirements during the second half of the course, where ForL 441 students complete a memorization-style final examination and ForL 541 students complete a graduate-level research project. These undergraduate students would take 541 instead of 441 in fulfillment of this requirement, which would not change.